Investigated the nano-scale Fe 3 O 4 which is ferrimagnetic material that has attracted attention as an application of the spintronics. In order to investigate the magnetization process of Fe 3 O 4 of ferrimagnetism, we report the results that derive the magnetic hysteresis loop with various parameter by the computer simulation using the retarded trace method.
Introduction
Recently, for an application material of spintronics, the magnetization process in spin valve of Fe 3 O 4 has been attracting attention. Since the spin valve 13) by Fe 3 O 4 has a complex structure, essential understanding of the magnetization process is not sufficient. In this paper, our aim is to build a theory of magnetization process for spin valve of Fe 3 O 4 as a ferrimagnetic material and derive the magnetic hysteresis loop with various parameter by the computer simulation using retarded trace method. 47) This paper is composed as follows. In the next section, shows a magnetically ordered structure and crystal structure of Fe 3 O 4 as a ferrimagnetic material, and explain about our model Hamiltonian. In section 3, we describe the algorithm by the retarded trace method, and the simulation results. In section 4, as summary and discussion, we make a comparison between the our simulation results and some experimental results.
The Model Hamiltonian in Fe 3 O 4 as a Ferrimagnetic Material Model
As shown in (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 , Fe 3 O 4 have a reverse spinel structure. These are made from octahedral site (B sites: Fe ion is surrounded by six oxygens) and tetrahedral site (A sites: Fe ion is surrounded by four oxygens). As shown in (c) of Fig. 1 , the coupling between the A-site and B-site are antiferromagnet, the coupling at B-B or A-A are ferromagnet. As the starting point of the phase transition of complex systems that shown in the example of magnetite, since we are interested in only to the magnetic order in the present study, we introduced the Hamiltonian as a ferrimagnetic model as follows:
where In this system, the free energy density gð¢; hÞ of the mean field approximation is given as follows:
where m A hS A ðiÞi, m B hS B ðiÞi, z A , z B , z AB , S A , S B and ¢ 1=k B T are mean field of spins S A (i), mean field of spins S B (i), number of nearest neighbours in A site, number of nearest neighbours in B site, number of nearest neighbours in between A and B site, spin size in A site, spin size in B site and inverse temperature respectively. In addition, " h 
where mð¢; hÞ and B S (x) are local magnetization in ferrimagnet and the Brillouin function respectively. In the next chapter, the free energy density gð¢; hÞ and the magnetization mð¢; hÞ are the starting point of our analysis method for Simulation of the magnetic hysteresis loop in ferrimagnetism.
Basic Theory of the Retarded Trace Method
In this section, in order to study the magnetic hysteresis loop of Fe 3 O 4 by numerical simulations, we consider magnetization process from two different approaches. In first approach, from definition formula of the magnetic susceptibility, in accordance with the change of the applied magnetic fieldethod. m A ð¢; hÞ and m B ð¢; hÞ differential equation becomes each as follows:
Þ are given as minimum of free energy @g=@m A ¼ 0 and @g=@m B ¼ 0 respectively, » A ð¢; hÞ and » B ð¢; hÞ are magnetic susceptibilities in A and B site respectively. In the second approach, when varying the applied magnetic field according to the time change, from eq. (2), we derive the van Hove's phenomenological dynamical theory 8) as follows: where¸A and¸B are magnetic relaxation constants in A and B site respectively. At both first and second approach, in sufficiently low temperature than the critical temperature T C , the second term on the right side of these relationship to become very small, these are ignored in the first approximation. Thus, in our numerical simulations, it is represented using self consistent difference equations as follows:
¾m B ½¢; hðt þ ÁtÞ ' S B B S B ð¢fq B ¾m B ½¢; hðtÞ þ q BA m A ½¢; hðtÞ þ hðtÞgÞ; ð5Þ here, these symbols are defined by q A z A J AA , q AB Àz AB J AB , q B z B J BB , q BA Àz BA J BA and ¾ AE1. Time dependence of the applied magnetic field also is given by hðt þ ÁtÞ ' hðtÞ þ Áh, and its difference width ¦h of the applied magnetic field is involve time interval ¦t, it is related to the coercivity which is a parameter to be determined from the experimental results. Here we were provisionally estimated as about ¦h = 63.3 [Oe] . This may be considered to be associated with the Barkhausen jumps. 914) At Fig. 2(a),  (b), (c) and (d) , we shown the various parameters dependent We make a comparison between the our simulation results and some experimental results. In Fig. 2(c) and (d) , the shape of the hysteresis curve in the Fe 3 O 4 that are submitted, show that it is a double loop. In Fig. 3 , it shows the experimental results 15) 
Summary and Discussion
Summary of this paper is shown as follow. We have developed a simulation method of using a hysteresis curve of the ferrimagnetic material (mainly Fe 3 O 4 ) by the retarded trace method. In particular, we revealed the physical meaning by retarded trace method from Hove's phenomenological dynamical theory. Our simulation results, the cause of occurrence of the double loop characteristics of the hysteresis loop of the spin valve, indicated that it is the magnetic properties of the ferrimagnetic material. 
